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ABSTRACT

This paper seeks to address issues surrounding applicability of community/regional/supranational law at national level by East African partner states. By practice regional integration initiatives results into laws that bind partner states and individuals as well. It is these laws that regulate the relationship between the states, institutions and individuals in the regional block so created. In this regard legal issues do arise in the implementations of these laws. This paper will make a discussion on these issues, namely; the principles of sovereignty, supranationality and international legal personality, which must be outlined in the constitutive instruments of any regional community. These principles create the environment for proper implementation and application of community law in national courts if they are very well articulated in the community’s constitutive instrument. It is these principles that gives validity to community law, and makes the law supreme, autonomous directly applicable and effective in national court of partner states.
INTRODUCTION

The world has undergone a lot of transformation since its creation so do states. Being recognized as juristic persons, states have always looked for ways to establish relations with one another. This interaction has stimulated a formation of rules and code of conducts that govern such relation for purpose of economic, political or social arrangements. To some state being under multilateral arrangement was not an ideal for them. As a result, there was a creation of community law. A legal order or legal system created by the court of justice in the land mark case of Costa vs Enel where in 1964 the court held that European Economic Community (EEC) treaty did created its own legal system which has become integral part of the legal system of the Member States and that Community law takes precedence over national law.

To date Community law which is also referred to as regional or supranational law is an emerging legal phenomenon under international law, which has not been very well articulated by both the international community and scholars. Community law has its own characteristics and that the law of individual community has much common elements with law of other communities, there is more than the law of individual community it is basically unity within diversity. Community law do not operate in a vacuum but are part of one common context. It may either be universal, regional or even technical.

Community law as a species of international law finds its relevance under International law. Communities are established by means of international treaties known as constitutive instruments, which finds their validity within the frameworks of International law. The common rules for community law is treaty law, rules of responsibility of International Organisations, customary law, moreover, it shares its sources of law with sources of general international law, namely treaties, customary international law, general principles of law recognized by civilized states, judicial decisions and writings of highly qualified publicists. Furthermore, Regional integration law operates within other spheres of International law namely; International trade, International investment and International finance.
A Community unlike a state does not have a constitution but has a founding treaty, which is a *grundnorm* or a constitution for this purpose. This treaty provides for sanctions to its subjects, the partner states for non-compliance.\textsuperscript{vii} With its laws, a community has a legal system, an attribute which it shares with states, this is important as it regulates its relationship with member states and other entities. This legal system has a law making and enforcement systems. Furthermore, a community’s legal system must constitute the following key elements.

1. Rules for conduct which regulate the behaviour and activities within the legal system.
2. Defined entities to which the rules apply or relate these with subjects of the legal system; in this case it is the partner states.
3. A source from which one can identify the rules that form part of the legal system, these do not include International law and laws of other states. These are treated differently from the internal norms of the legal system.
4. Lastly, obligations to obey the norms of the legal system, here the subjects of the legal system must adhere to its rules.\textsuperscript{viii}

One needs to be cautious while treating a legal system of a Community/ International Organisation because the traditional concept of a legal system is always referred to as a legal system of a state. A legal system of a state looks different from a legal system of a community which is as a result of legal systems of several states coming together. A legal system of a community has more complicated issues, like who are its subjects and how it relates with them. So basically just like a state’s legal system a community’s legal system is also norm generating. It has institutions with powers granted by its constitutive treaty, which is its *grundnorm*, to make, interpret, and implement the law, it has subjects, who are its member states, institutions and individuals to whom its laws are directed.\textsuperscript{ix}

A Community’s legal system or legal regime in this regard, must constitute the constitutive treaty, primary legislations enacted by the legislative body established by the constitutive treaty, subsidiary legislations made by persons or bodies authorised by the primary legislations, customs and principles.\textsuperscript{x}
COMMUNITY LAW AND ITS SOURCES

Community law is defined as a body of treaties and legislations made by competent community institutions, which have a binding effect on the laws of the community’s partner states. Regional Integration process itself is a creation of law. On the other hand, this process usually germinates from the political interactions and negotiations between states, where legal instruments, i.e. the law, outlines such processes and give a clear picture of a community so created.

A Community is based on a legal order established by the treaty establishing it supplemented by community secondary legislations which include directives, regulations and decisions. In other words these entail sources of regional integration law. It is therefore not limited to the aforementioned sources but also includes applied laws i.e general International Law, International trade law, International investment law and International finance law, it also includes developed law and law of the member states.

Law enacted and Law developed by the Community

Law enacted and Law developed by the community is discussed together by this paper as the two interact and depend on the same sources of law. It is an accepted fact that Communities contribute a lot to the making and development of International law, notably through their capacity to express collectively the practice of its member states. However this varies from one community to the other depending on their competence and membership.

Apparently, each of the community, including regional ones, has its own governing law, derived from its constituent instrument, as well as from the decisions and resolutions it adopts, together with its established practice. Each organization may therefore be considered to be an independent system. Thus, the internal law of an organization is comprised of three components, namely: the constituent instrument; the relevant decisions and the resolutions of the organization; and the established practice of the organization. The three components come into existence by the roles played by the community, which are internal law making, forums for state practice, perspective resolutions, expert opinions, decisions of organs, the practice of political organs and external practice of organisations.
This paper gives importance to the role of internal law making. This begins with the founding/constitutive treaty, which is regulated by Vienna convention on the law of treaties. When states have a common interest, they are free to agree, through an agreement, a treaty or a convention and create an organisation or a community thereafter. The legalization of this agreement creates an obligation to its member states. The obligation is referred to as *pacta sunt servanda* doctrine, ultimately the treaty becomes law of the organisation. Furthermore, organisations also have powers to make law through their established legislative organs, to regulate relations between it and its members and other communities.

Through a forum of state practice, which has a taste of an element Customary International Law, which is the oldest of all sources of International Law, whether written or not. With community, statements made, or legal questions by governments, through their representatives, in organs and committees of organs is an evidence for customary law. This can be achieved also through voting on resolutions concerned with legal matters. A resolution itself is not binding but it prescribes principles of international law and implies a declaration. However, formulation of a principle may also articulate and formulate law.

Community law also establish bodies of legal experts. Through them these organisations make law. Another opportunity to make law is through decisions of judicial organs. It is done by way of interpretations and implementation of the law. This is met through established judicial organs within the community, such as the EACJ, ACPHR, and The EUCJ. Though, their specialized functions limits this purpose.

Communities also make laws through their political organs. Like the summit of the EAC. This is achieved through recommendations and decisions relating to specific issues. Law is also made by way of external practice, where organisations may make agreements with members and non-member states and with other organisations. They may also make official pronouncements on issues affecting them, or may present international claims. This may affect the discourse of the law and in so doing law is made or developed.

**Underpinnings of the EAC Law**

Any regional integration initiative has the traditional sources of law under Public International Law. These Sources are divided into two, namely the primary Sources and secondary
sources. The Primary source of EAC law is made up of Treaty establishing the community and Protocols. While the secondary source is made up of laws enacted by the EALA and laws made by community. However, there is a third source, namely general principles that is made up of fundamental and operational principles of the community.

**Primary Sources**

The treaty is the main source of Community law. The treaty establishing the EAC was concluded by Partner states to enhance their corporation in agreed areas. Protocols become an integral part of the treaty upon signature, and ratification by the Partner States. Each Protocol outlines its objectives, scope and institutional framework for its integration. To date, the EAC has concluded a number of protocol, namely the Sustainable Development of Lake Victoria Basin Protocol, the Customs Union Protocol, The Common Market Protocol, the EAC Monetary Union Protocol and the Protocol on the Establishment of the EAC political federation which is still in a draft mode.

As a general rule, the treaty demands that, partner after signing the treaty, they must enact a law to afford it effective implementation so as to give the treaty a binding nature. This means the community’s treaty and protocols must be domesticated for them to have a binding nature to Partner States.

**Secondary Sources**

Being part of source of community law it comprise of legislation, regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations, opinions and general principles. For example the EAC treaty states that, decisions of the EACJ, Community Organs, Institutions and laws takes precedence over similar national ones on similar matters pertaining to the implementation of the treaty. They have are have autonomy over national ones, they do not need a national parliament to enact a law to make it binding in national courts. They have a direct effect; an individual can rely on the provisions of community law in national courts.

a) **Legislations**

The EALA is the law making organ of the EAC community. The Laws are initiated by the council or the EALA itself, where a member by leave of the house may bring a private bill.
The drafting of the bill is done by the technical officers through consultation with relevant sectorial council. Then the bill is taken to the relevant committee for scrutiny, then to citizens for improvements through public hearing and in case there are proposed amendments, the committee reports to the house. Then the bill is adopted and passed with amendments if any, then taken to the heads of states for assent.xxxviii

b) Regulations, Directives, Decisions, Recommendations and Opinions

It is articulated in the treaty that establishes the EAC, that Regulations, Directives, Decisions, Recommendations and Opinions of the council, given in accordance to the treaty is binding to all Partner States, Organs and Institutions of the community other than the Summit.xxxxix Similarly, are the decisions of the EACJ.xi This is despite the fact that the community operates within the planes of International Law, where court decisions have a persuasive nature and binds only parties to it. The position is borrowed from the traditions of common law.xli

c) General Principles

In the EAC the general principles underlying the community are articulated in the treaty.xlii Not only that the treaty further makes a distinction between fundamental principles and operational principles. The fundamental principles xliii govern the achievements of the community’s objectives while the operational principles xliiv are there to govern the practical means of achievement of the objectives of the EAC. Therefore both have one ultimate aim, to attain the EAC’s objectives by Partner States and not otherwise.

Applied law in the context of Community Law

Applied laws in this respect include, general International law, International trade law, International organisations law, International finance and International investment law. As it is in line with these spheres and branches of law that community law comes into existence.
General International law is a body of laws made up of rules and principles governing the dealings between nations. Recently the scope of International law has been extended to include relationships between states and individuals and the relationship between International organisations. International law has no defined area or governing body, but instead refers to many and varied laws, rules and customs which govern the impact and interactions between nations, their governments, organisations and businesses in relation to their rights and obligations.

International law is made in a decentralized way; it’s not about what states say but what states do. International law has no Constitution and Parliament but has an organ, the International Court of Justice (ICJ), however its decisions are not binding. Article 38 of ICJ statute provides for sources of International law namely; Treaties, Customary International law, general principles of law recognised by civilized states, judicial decisions and writings of highly qualified publicists.

Regional economic integration operates within the context of International law. Regional integration law finds its validity in International law. It is evident that Public International law has been used in most cases to resolve disputes in international economic law. The use of International law has been contentious before the WTO panels and appellate bodies. Despite this fact, regional integration law does not make direct reference to International law. The EAC treaty for instance, makes only one reference to International law, where it provides that, the Partner States resolve to adhere to the principles of International law governing relationship between sovereign states. International law was also referred to in the case of East African Law Society v. AG of Kenya where both the respondent and the applicant relied on International law, and so did the court in its judgement. In the case reference was made to the court challenging the process of amendments to the treaty without following appropriate procedures. So the court was invited to investigate the matter and establish whether the amendments were done in good faith and whether this would strengthen the community.
**Treaty Law**

The most applicable aspect of International law is treaty making, be it International Organisations law, International economic law, International investment law or International trade law. A treaty is an international agreement, embodied in a single formal instrument made between entities, both or all of which are subjects of International law and possesses an International legal personality, a capacity to make a treaty and with intention to create rights and obligations or to establish relationship governed by International law. These treaties might take the form of Bilateral Treaties or Multilateral treaties.

Bilateral treaties are agreements between two states or parties, normally concluded by states desiring to promote or regulate interests or matters of particular interests to them alone. Extradition treaties are a good example of this form of treaty. Multilateral treaties on the other hand, are agreements concluded between more than two parties. It is stated that some of these agreements do not create new rules of International law but merely serve as expanded versions of bilateral agreements. Examples of these treaties are the WTO, OAS and EAC. There are some multilateral treaties that have an effect of establishing new principle of international law, they are referred to as law making treaties example the ICCPR, the CRC and CEDAW.

**International Economic Law**

Looking at International economic law, this entails rules and regulations on cross border transactions in goods, services and capital. It also includes monetary relations and international protection of intellectual, international competition as well as the movement of companies and natural persons. In so to speak, International economic law is made up of Public International law which consists of world trade law, International investment, International monetary law, the law of regional economic integration and other bi-lateral or multilateral trade agreements.
a) International Trade Law

Regional integration has never gone away ever since WTO General Arrangement on Trade and Tariff (GATT) first started operating. The makers of this agreement created an open space where Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs) could blossom and enter into competition with the multilateral systems. This open space was later enlarged through the development of primary and secondary regional integration law, offering particularly advantageous conditions for RTAs, including developing countries.\(^{lx}\)

International trade differs from domestic sales in a number of ways, they generally involve long distance, during which the goods are in custody of the carrier, there are risks in transit as the goods may pass through a number of different jurisdictions, the payment and delivery of goods are also complicated. All these matters are regulated and dealt with. UNCTAD\(^{lxii}\) outlines most important tools used in international trade, which are; allocation of rights and responsibilities of importers and exporters, regarding payment and delivery of goods, securing payment by the buyer of the merchandise and protection of the buyer against non performance of the contractual obligation.

It is agreed that at the heart of any regional integration lies the aim of achieving economic and trade corporation. In this regard regional economic integration may take the following forms, Preferential Trade Areas, Free Trade Areas, Custom Unions, Common Market and Currency Union. All these forms were at the heart of the makers of the WTO/GATT law. In other words provisions of GATT outlaw these forms as they are. They should be in line with WTO/GATT law.\(^{lxiii}\)

In order to strengthen regional integration, Partner States of any regional integration community need to be an integral part of the global economy. More importantly they need to ensure that their regional integration arrangements are in conformity with WTO’s requirements under GATT.\(^{lxiv}\)
b) International Investment law

This part of international law basically regulates issues related to foreign direct investment (FDIs). FDIs entail the following key elements; direct investment, creation of companies, mergers and acquisitions, industrial alliances and financing. It entails cross border investment which is a threat to national sovereignty. In the beginning these matters were regulated by national laws. With trade liberalization, FDI became important and there was a need to have a structured multilateral framework on FDI. It all began with the Havana charter of 1948, the charter attempted to formulate international principles concerning FDIs. It mainly dealt with International trade, and issues of investment and competition. This was followed by the OECD draft convention on the protection of foreign property of 1967 which was later followed by many other international agreements on FDIs. All these are sources of regional integration law, and most of them protect access to foreign markets and freedom of trade.

Modern investment law is dominated by treaties, where states are free to decide whether or not to permit foreign investment. The freedom to exclude any form of foreign investment implies that, states may set their own conditions for admissions of foreign investment. Therefore, the main aspects regulated by International investment law are entry/ admission of foreign investment, treatment after entry and matters of dispute settlement. Once admitted a foreign investment enjoys some protection under customary international standards, especially in expropriation. Under International law, any obligation of the hosting state, regarding admission, national treatment or most favoured treatment are derived from the treaty. The most important treatment among the customary rules, are the International Minimum standard which ensures treatment of foreign persons in terms of decency and protection, i.e fair and equitable treatment and full protection and security.

Dispute settlement is based on a dispute settlement clause in the investment treaty. This describes the manner through which a dispute if it ever arose will be settled. For the purposes of International investment law, this clause is referred to as ICSID clause, ICSID is the main forum for settlement of investment between foreign investors and hosting states. However membership to the convention is mandatory for ICSID to entertain a dispute.
b) International Organisation Law

Lastly on the law of international organisations, it is important to note that, an international institution is also called an ‘international organization’ or a ‘public international union’. However, it is proper to consider that, a regional organization should rather be called an international organization of limited competence. International organisations are the most relevant actors in today’s International law. They play a very vital role of creating legally binding rules for their member states.

The founding/ constitutive agreements usually provide for the establishment of international organisation, for determination of legal personality of International Organisations both under national and International law, articulating functions and powers of the organisation, determining privileges and immunities and issues of succession.

Establishment of regional organisations is usually through a formal instrument in form of an agreement between governments of nations, which may be referred to as a treaty or an agreement or a convention. This is regulated by the Vienna convention on the law of treaties of 1969. Treaties are formed when lawful representatives of the governments of the states go through a ratification process that will eventually provide an organisation with International legal personality. These instruments usually provide for the basic things which include; declaration of establishment, goals and objectives of the organisation, areas of cooperation, some basic principles, the membership and the organizational structure.

Legal personality can be possessed by an entity if it is capable of possessing international rights and duties and has the capacity to maintain its right by bringing international claim. As pointed out earlier, constitutive treaties usually provide for legal personality both under national and International law, for organisations they have so established. In this regard, legal personality can either be domestic/national or international legal personality. Domestic legal personality should not be confused with international legal personality, as it entails a personality effective in domestic legal system of a specific state. In most legal systems the legal personality of an entity is determined by personal law. For the purposes of regional and international organisations, their personal law is International law. Therefore recognition of domestic legal personality for international organisations will exist on the international plane.
Legal personality that international organisations possess makes them subjects of International law, and thus capable of enforcing rights and duties upon the international plane as distinct from operating merely within the confines of separate municipal jurisdictions. It also has an advantage of protecting member states of the organisation from liability for the community /organisation’s obligation.

Functions and powers of international organisations are governed by the principle of speciality. Meaning, they are invested by the treaties which creates them with powers, the limits of which are a function of the common interests whose promotion those states entrust to them. The rights and duties of International organisations are also provided for in the Reparation case, where it was stated that they depend upon its purpose and functions as specified or implied in its constitutive documents. It should be noted that, specified conferred powers are those stated in the founding agreements, however, they extend to those that are necessary to perform functions of the organisation effectively. Implied powers are those that are derived from the objects and purpose of the organisation as stated in the founding agreement.

As far as functions are concerned, international organizations have legislative, executive and judicial or quasi-judicial powers. Legislative powers are exercised by organizations through their legislative organs or through their Institutional Acts. The executive or administrative powers entail the capacity endowed to an organization, to enable it perform and implement its functions. It is the administrative organ or secretariat, which plays a central role in managing the organization and its activities. International Organisations also have the capacity to conclude treaties, however subject to rules of that organisation. The European Union for instance, under article 37 states that the union may conclude agreements with one or more states or international organisation.

The law of international organisations also confers privileges and immunities to these organisations. These privileges and immunities are necessary for the fulfilment of the purposes or functions of these organisations. Privileges are exemptions from the otherwise applicable substantive law of the state, while immunities are exemptions from administrative, adjudicatory or executive powers of a state.

Apart from the constitutive instruments providing for privileges and immunities, some separate multilateral privileges and immunities agreements also provide for more detailed rules for...
privileges and immunities for international organisations. Typical privileges are an exemption from some areas of national law, such as tax law, foreign exchange controls, customs and immigration rule. The most important ones are exemption from obligation to pay any direct tax for the organisation itself and for its employee. Immunities comprise of a number of exemptions from the power of a state, the most important ones are the exemptions from legal processes, jurisdictional immunity and immunity from execution or enforcement measures.\textsuperscript{lxxxvi}

In matters of succession of international organisation may arise in cases of constitutional changes, integration, separation or dissolution. In practice it is only in the event of dissolution that arises the question of succession.\textsuperscript{lxxxvii} Again this is covered by the constitutive treaty, for instance the EAC treaty provides that, the organization shall have a capacity of a body corporate, with perpetual succession.\textsuperscript{lxxxviii} Which literary means, a pattern which determines the continuation of any form, regardless of the death of the owner, as it will have no effect on the firm’s operation.\textsuperscript{lxxxix} In other words members of the EAC may come and go but the community will continue to exist.

\textbf{Law of Member States}

An international or regional organisation is usually a product of states. These states have legal systems made up of the Constitution, principle legislations, subsidiary legislations, rules and regulations. Being part of a community does not take away powers of these member states on their law and making more laws to regulate relations. Laws of member states outline or give a road map to regional law. In so to speak law enacted by international organisations in most cases takes precedence over similar national laws on matters pertaining to the community.

This is envisaged under article 38 of the International Court of Justice statute, which points out general principles of law as the third source of International law. The general principles of law recognised by civilized nations are certain beliefs and practices that are common to all developed legal systems.\textsuperscript{xc}For instance, the EAC, developed its competition law guided by provisions of the competition law of Tanzania a member state. This serves the purpose of harmonising regional law and national law. It is important for both laws to have the same tone, since they serve the same subjects.
Another example where national law was referred as a source of regional law is in the case of \textit{stauder v. City of ulm}\textsuperscript{xciii} where the court of Justice of European communities declared that it considered itself inspired and bound by principles and rules common to the legal systems of its member states.\textsuperscript{xcii}

**A DEEP DIVE ON THE APPLICABILITY OF COMMUNITY LAW AT NATIONAL LEVEL; PERTINENT ISSUES**

Regional integration is faced by a challenge of making regional law applicable, legally binding and enforceable within the national level of partner states. Regional constitutive treaties have provisions with an aim of defining the relationship between community law and national law, and to make community law effective in national legal systems. In absence of these provisions one has to look for answers in national Constitution and jurisprudence. However even with existence of these provisions, there is still a need to look at the national Constitution and jurisprudence to find out whether community law can be accommodated by the national legal system. Since states are sovereign.\textsuperscript{xciii}

In so to speak, there are two main schools of thought with regard to applicability of regional law at the national level, the Monism school of thought and the Dualism School of thought. With monism there is an automatic incorporation of treaty or international agreements while with dualism treaties have no direct or automatic validity in domestic law, unless ratified first, although they might be relevant to the interpretation of statutes or the development of the law. Under the “Dualist” system, treaty provisions must be either incorporated or transformed into the domestic legal system and applied as national law. The EAC treaty\textsuperscript{xciv} imposes obligation on the Partner States to domesticate it. What is challenging however is that Rwanda, Burundi and Kenya are monists while Uganda and Tanzania are dualists. These schools further give two principles on applicability of regional law at national level, namely direct applicability principle and direct effect principle.

**Direct Effect principle** is given to a provision of community law is applied by the national court as part of the law of the land. It is not necessary in this case for further legislative steps referring to it. The first court decision on direct effect was in the case of \textit{Van Gend en Leos}\textsuperscript{xcv}
by the European Court. In this case, a private firm sought to invoke community law against the Dutch custom union in proceedings in a Dutch tribunal. The tribunal made reference to the European court. Where the main issue before the court was whether article 12\textsuperscript{xcvi} of the European Community treaty was directly effective at that time. The provision was addressed to member states; it imposed an obligation on them but did not expressly grant any corresponding rights to individuals to import goods free from any duty imposed after the establishment of the EC, nor did it state that any such duty would be invalid. Therefore, it was easy thinking that it was directly effective. It was held that, a provision is not prevented from being directly effective merely because it is addressed to member states and does not expressly confer rights on private individuals.\textsuperscript{xcvii}

**Direct Applicability Principle** is articulated by the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in the case of *Amsterdam Bulb v. Produktschap Voor siergewassen*\textsuperscript{xcviii} which defines direct applicability as the entry into force of community law being independent of any measure of reception into national law. The Principle allows community law to become part of national law without any further legislative measures to transform it into national law. In this regard, these further legislative measures include an Act of Parliament, a parliamentary resolution, an executive act like cabinet approval. In most common law countries, an Act of parliament is required before any International law becomes part of national law. Mere ratification by the Parliament is not enough. This principle is not provided for in any African regional treaties, however there are some provisions that imply direct applicability.\textsuperscript{xcix}

**Pertinent Issues**

Part of this paper discusses issues that describe the relationship between Regional Integration law and law of member states. These are basically legal issues of regional integration, which are challenges that regional integration law is facing, regarding applicability of regional law at national level, namely; sovereignty which means the supreme authority of a state and supranationality which literally means extending beyond or transcending established borders or spheres of influence held by separate nations.
The Concept of Supranationality

Regional integration processes usually create an institution or organisation with a personality of its own and whose existence is beyond the national state and distinct from the states which created it. Exploring the concept of integration is exploring the approach of supranationality as agreed by the member states. Supranationality is significant in regional integration because it surrounds the concept of integration; it answers the question of the nature and type of integration. Supranationality can only work and function properly if there is interdependency and support between supra-national and member states’ organs and institutions.

Supranationality can also be looked at as a joint effort of sovereignty, as it was in the European Union; the move towards deeper integration was engineered by the Maastricht Treaty that brought about greater pooling of sovereignty and transfer of competence to regional institutions.

In the case of Flamino Costa v. Enel it was argued that, limitation of sovereignty or transfer of powers from states to the Community had taken place however, member states retained the central role in decision making and in interaction with the Community and its Parliament. Any Regional Integration has its approaches to supranationality. The notable approaches are Rationalist, Revolutionary and Realism. Rationalist is viewed as the transformation of the world society from smaller to bigger ones, from simple orders to more sophisticated order. In this regard new entities are created to replace the national authorities and its powers are transferred too, and are expected to perform as active world performers. It is also known as the transfer of powers theory. With revolutionary, it is the creation of supranational bodies for specific aims and not for transformation. It is viewed as the transfer of some sovereign powers to a supranational institution but not a total replacement of sovereignty of a state. It is also known as delegation of powers theory. And realism is viewed as a struggle for power and supremacy. Supranational institutions are created to serve a balance of these powers. It carries elements of both the rationalist and revolutionary approaches, and it is known as agency relationship theory.

Basically supranationality approaches in any regional integration can be determined through constitutive instruments of the integration, practice of the organisation and the organs and practice of its member states. Powers created by an organisation can be determined by looking
at the practices of member states towards an organisation/community and its organs. The question here is whether or not partner states consider the organisation supranational.cv

Supranationality can either be expressly or impliedly stipulated in the constitutive instruments. In practice, most regional integration initiatives in the world have not expressly provided for supranationality approaches in their constitutive instruments.cv The Treaty Establishing the EAC has a provision on the supranationality of organs, institutions and law of the community.cvii

Supranationality is basically a political legal concept with the following elements, decisional autonomy, the binding effect of the law of the Community, the institutional autonomy of the Community as opposed to its Partner States. Also, an element of direct binding effect of the Community law on natural and legal persons in the Partner States. This implies the existence of an organisation capable of exercising its authoritative powers over its member states. cviii The legal personality of an institution determines whether it is a supranational institution or not and the approach it has adopted towards supranationality, all these as pointed out already are provided for in the constitutive treaty of the organisation.

ISSUES SURROUNDING SUPRANATIONALITY IN THE EAST AFRICAN COMMUNITY

The EAC on the general undertakings in regard to implementation of the Community organs, institutions and laws, by the wordings of Article 8(4) of the EAC Treaty states that; Community organs, institutions and laws takes precedence over similar national ones and that Partner States shall take necessary steps to put in place legal instruments to confer precedence of Community organs, institutions and laws over similar national ones.cx This implies that Community law and its institutions and organs are supreme, in other words are autonomous, another element of supranationality that is questioned in the EAC.

Creating and strengthening supranational structures is one of the challenges the EAC is facing. Corporation within the community has been intergovernmental which hinders implementation of agreed decisions.cx The community has failed to recognize the fact that, by being part of a common project which is supranational means a loss of sovereignty and being bound against one’s own will.cx
The EACJ still needs to provide clarifications since partner states have understood the concept differently. In the decision in Prof. Anyang’ Nyong’o’s case, the EACJ restated the principle of supremacy within the EAC by interfering with national interests and sovereignty on matters of national policy over the lack of jurisdiction by the respondent. It was observed that:

“When the partner states entered into the Treaty, they embarked on the proverbial journal of thousand miles which of necessity starts with the first step. To reach the desired destination they have to ensure that every subsequent step is directed towards that destination and not backward or away. They are bound to be hurdle in balancing individual state’s sovereignty with integration, while the treaty upholds the principle of sovereign equality. It must be acknowledged that by the very nature of the objective they must set out to achieve, each partner state is expected to cede some amount of sovereignty to the Community and its organs in limited areas to enable them play their role.”

As reaction of the court on this matter, the treaty establishing the EAC was amended. The amendments had an effect of limiting jurisdiction and access to the EACJ against that of Partner States. The amendments were challenged by the East African Law Society (EALS), where again the EACJ restated its jurisdiction over the EAC Treaty amendment process. By amending the Treaty and expressly conferring jurisdiction on national bodies over interpretation of the treaty, the Partner States were able to evade the EACJ by limiting its jurisdiction and to empower national courts to rule on EAC law as well. As a result there will be no final instance ruling to be applied to all Partner States and there is a possibility of having different interpretations of the same provisions of the EAC Treaty leading to legal uncertainty and different levels of legal protection.

The uncertainties and different understanding and comprehension of supremacy and jurisdiction of Community law and its institutions and organs by Partner States is a hindrance to supranationality and to regional integration process in the EAC. However, the decision of Prof. Anyang’ Nyong’o’s case above there are indications of a future recognition of direct effect in the EAC. In the above case, the EACJ drew inspirations from a European court of Justice’s case, to make clarifications where there is a conflict between community law and national law: the former is given primacy in order to be applied uniformly and effective in the Community.
Sovereignty vis-a-vis Community law

It is argued that, at the center of all these challenges, lies the principle of Sovereignty. The term sovereignty is literally defined as the supreme, absolute and uncontrollable power by which an independent state is governed and from which all specific political powers are derived. It also means the intentional independence of a state, combined with the right and power of regulating its internal affairs without foreign interference. The term is also used as a synonym for the term independence. As per the Montevideo Convention, independence is represented by the requirement of capacity to enter into relations.

The term also means supreme authority within a territory, as much regional integration naturally requires that participants hand over some part of their sovereignty for the sake of cooperation. A fully developed integration implies concrete though partial transfer of national sovereignty to the regional community, especially with regard to control over foreign policy. Moreover, trade shifts from national sovereigns to regional authorities.

Sovereignty is an aggregated concept that varies according to historical and social circumstances. It is made up of the following key elements, namely, autonomy, control and legitimacy. In this context autonomy means independence in policy making and action, control means the ability to produce an effect and legitimacy means the recognised right to make rules.

In the process of integration, a state surrenders some of its rights and powers to a supranational level in a process known as supranationality because this state is sovereign. It is, however, argued that sovereignty is a quality that can be attached only to a state. Further sovereignty is the right of the state to use the highest authority within its territory. Such Sovereignty has two dimensions, the external and internal sovereignty. Internal sovereignty is the legitimate authority of the state and its institutions to use the highest authority within the territory of a state and external sovereignty is the right to judicial equality and territorial integrity in the international system which is based on recognition of internal sovereignty of the state by other states.

Therefore, sovereignty is the supreme legal authority of the state to give and enforce the law within a certain territory. Consequently such state is independent from the authority of any other state and is equal to much other states under international law. With sovereignty, a state has the highest authority within its territory. No other actor has the right in decision making of
a state. In this regard a state has the authority to make decisions over consumer protection within its territory. However, it should be noted that, this is another challenge that regional integration is facing, states are sovereign, therefore there is a need for a higher authority, hence supranationality.

Sovereignty and Regional Integration create a dilemma for decision makers. If a nation intends to preserve full national sovereignty, such nation should forget about regional integration. And if a nation chooses to proceed with regional integration the nation has to renounce the most important levers of exclusive sovereignty over certain public policies. As it was in Western Europe during the processes of regional integration, its most important two countries Germany and France, chose to give up their sovereignty over two important factors of war, iron and coal.

CONCLUSION

It is proper to have these issues addressed by constitutive instruments of a community. If not, community law lacks its binding nature and its essence. More importantly objectives of a regional community can easily be achieved, if the partner states know their obligations so imposed by these laws, the powers and jurisdiction of community law vis-à-vis national law. This do not disregard the fact that, states are sovereign, since sovereign they have decisions of their own and can do anything for the interest of its subject. By being in a regional integration arrangements some of these rights are shifted to the community for the interest of all partner states and their citizens at large.

As alluded above, applicability of community law at national level is a matter established and defined by the constitutive treaty of the community or alternatively within the constitutions of Partner states. The EAC gives supremacy to the community law over national law, this makes community law supranational. It is also noted that, community’s approach to this matter is of dualistic nature as far as the treaty and protocols are concerned, while its laws made by the EALA have direct applicability and direct effect nature.

The EAC law is directly applicable in national courts. It does not need a national parliament to enact a law to make it binding in national courts. It also have a direct effect since an individual
can rely on provisions of EAC law in domestic courts. To embrace this, Partner States have the approximation approach by enacting a domestic law to align with EAC law for easier interpretation of this law at national level.\textsuperscript{cxvi} Despite the position of the law, Partner States have delayed or made it difficult in implementing and applying community law at national level. Judge Ruhangisa states that in most cases, Partner States opts for protocols rather that EALA made laws to avoid their effects or they have delayed accomplishment of bills/laws made therefore, affecting its implementation and applicability.\textsuperscript{cxvii}

Apparently, Partner States choose to embrace their sovereignty over obligations that rises out of state’s commitment in the community. They also use delaying tactics for instance by the use of principles of the community with political motives, for instance a principle that allow flexibility and addresses the matter of inequality among partner states. In the sense that those ready to implement integration strategies because they have economic strength should proceed while those not ready will join later, hence creation sub-regional groups and delays in implementation of community’s agenda just because the principles allows it.
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